
Joan Miró 
Activities and Lessons: Grades 2-3

This material corresponds to the Young People's Concert Dots & Lines
featuring Mr. Dan and Miss Kelly.



A teacher script to help guide your discussion
Step-by-step directions
Additional word search, coloring page, and student reflection. 

Time to unleash your inner artist!
 

These lessons explore the life and work of Joan Miró. The lessons include:

 
 
 
 



Teacher Preparation
The Terrace Plaza Mural (on display at the Cincinnati Art Museum)
The Singer
The Melancholic Singer
Singing Fish
Cat Encircled by the Flight of a Bird
Inverted Personages
Carnival of Harlequin

Before starting, please be ready to show images of Miró's works. We suggest:



Script
 

The artist we are going to learn about is Joan Miró (jown mee·row). Miró was born in Spain in 1893.
He is known as a Surrealist.

Does anyone know what the word "surreal" means? (pause for responses) Who knows what
"realistic" means? (pause for responses) Surrealist artists focused on combining things that are
real with things we might see in our dreams, or things that aren't usually put together in a
painting.

Joan Miró painted in a style that is often called whimsical or abstract. Does anyone know what
these two words mean? Let's think of some examples. (whimsical = something not very realistic,
sometimes amusing. abstract = art that uses shapes and colors instead of
an image that we recognize)

Miró painted many pictures that seem happy. Some even look like he was doodling or drawing
cartoons. He often hides things in his doodles.

 



Project 1 Create a class Miró
alphabet & secret message

white 8x14" paper
markers
colored paper to mount messages (optional)

Overview: Students will create an alphabet
based on Miró-style symbols and then write a
secret message using the new alphabet.

Materials needed



Create an alphabet based on Miró-style doodles & shapes
Give each student a copy of the alphabet

Students can practice by spelling their names using a pencil and paper
Using a black marker, draw the symbol below each letter until their name has been drawn.
Erase the pencil and they can color their symbols

On a new piece of paper, students use a pencil to lightly write a secret message.
Using a black marker, draw the symbol below each letter until the message is complete. Erase the
pencil and color the symbols.

When done, trade with a friend to see if they can decode the message. Or post the messages on
the wall and let students decode all of them.

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Project 1

Preparation
Using a sample alphabet, create a secret message. Have the class work together to decode
what you have written. Once they understand the goal simply begin the steps below.



Project 2 Create a Mobile

1 piece of heavy white paper cut into 9
equal sized pieces
3 pieces of string. Each 1-foot long
Markers, tape, scissors, pencil or plastic
drinking straw

Overview: Students will make a mobile by
creating Miró-style symbols. a
Materials needed



Students draw a whimsical shape onto each circle or square. Use a shape or symbol that looks like
one used in a Miró painting
Put a symbol/shape on both sides of the 9 pieces

Students color the symbols/shapes using the colors found in a Miró painting
Outline the shape using a black marker

Tape three of the shapes onto each piece of string

Attach the three strings to the straw
Hang the mobiles for everyone to enjoy!

Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Step 4

Project 2 
Preparation
Depending on age, either cut the paper into 9 equal squares or circles



Curriculum Connections



Look closely at the image below. Finish the
sentence in each box in the next three pages.



It makes
me think

about



I can see



I wonder



Draw your own Miró



Print and color a Miró 



Word Find
 

Circle the words from the list below. Cross them off the
list when you find them!

 
 

JOAN
 

MIRO
 

SURREALIST
 

EYE
 

STAR
 

SPAIN
 

CIRCLE
 

ANIMAL
 

DOODLE



WORD FIND ANSWERS



Use this sample Miró alphabet to write a
message to your students for project 1. 

 
Have the students create an alphabet for the

class.
 

Have students write secret messages! 



Additional Resources

https://youtu.be/1YE_Zas-A5A - Tate’s Kids
 
 

https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/late-works-miro-play-metamorphosis-found-
objects

 
https://youtu.be/Tp5vadrIFPo

 

https://youtu.be/1YE_Zas-A5A
https://www.pbs.org/newshour/show/late-works-miro-play-metamorphosis-found-objects

